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It is difficult to directly observe processes like natural selection at the genetic
level, but relatively easy to estimate genetic frequencies in populations. As
a result, genetic frequency data are widely used to make inferences about the
underlying evolutionary processes. However, multiple processes can generate the
same patterns of frequency data, making such inferences weak. By studying the
limits to the underlying processes, one can make inferences from frequency data
by asking how strong selection (or some other process of interest) would have to
be to generate the observed pattern. Here we present results of a study of the
limits to the relationship between selection and recombination in two-locus, two-
allele systems in which we found the limiting relationships for over 30 000 sets
of parameters, effectively covering the range of two-locus, two-allele problems.
Our analysis relatesTmin—the minimum time for a population to evolve from the
initial to the final conditions—to the strengths of selection and recombination, the
amount of linkage disequilibrium, and the Nei distance between the initial and
final conditions.Tmin can be large with either large disequilibrium and small Nei
distance, or the reverse. The behavior ofTmin provides information about the
limiting relationships between selection and recombination. Our methods allow
evolutionary inferences from frequency data when deterministic processes like
selection and recombination are operating; in this sense they complement methods
based entirely on drift.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Modern molecular tools have made it possible to identify—with considerable
precision—alleles of individual genes. Regardless of whether these have large,
small, or no detectable phenotypic effect, biologists can now estimate the frequen-
cies of individual alleles or multilocus genotypes with a high degree of confidence.

Indeed, such measurements are now made routinely. One purpose is to test
models of evolutionary processes—for example, to ask whether selection plays an
important role in molecular evolution [e.g.,Kreitman and Hudson(1991)], to test
particular models of mating system evolution [e.g.,Pembertonet al. (1999)], or to
make inferences about population history [e.g.,Richmanet al. (1996)]. Another
purpose is to estimate parameters—often for use in conservation applications—
assuming that a particular model of evolution gives a reasonable description. For
example, conservation biologists may attempt to estimate the effective size(Ne) of
a population from estimates of allele frequency data [e.g.,Brookeset al. (1997)];
this requires assuming a model of the underlying evolutionary process.

Unfortunately, these impressive technological advances cannot solve a funda-
mental problem: evolutionary models do not provide unique inferences. Without
other information (such as phenotypic studies supporting the inference that selec-
tion is acting, or experimental manipulations), it is generally impossible to make
strong inferences about the factors causing frequency data to have particular val-
ues from the frequency data alone. For example, multilocus disequilibrium might
be caused by selection on multilocus genotypes, by particular patterns of nonran-
dom mating, or by particular patterns of migration. More generally, although some
particular evolutionary history shaped the observed pattern of allele or genotype
frequencies, an identical pattern can be generated by other, quite different, evolu-
tionary processes.

Many population geneticists have attempted to handle this problem by making
equilibrial assumptions, and then making inferences based on the degree of
apparent similarity between observed and predicted patterns. Unfortunately, the
weak nature of this kind of inference has not been improved by either the increasing
ease of acquiring molecular data, by the vast growth of computing power, or by
the increasing sophistication of models in evolutionary genetics. For example,
Gillespie (1994) points out that the predictions of pure-drift and selection-plus-
drift models can be strikingly similar, and that many data sets do not appear to be
well described by either. He suggests that we may need evolutionary models in
which the parameters themselves evolve. This may well be true, but testing such
models will require additional parameters that will not be measurable.

We argue that some evolutionary inferences can legitimately be made from
genetic frequency data alone, but doing so requires rephrasing one’s questions.
Rather than asking, for example, whether selection (or any other hypothesized
process) generated a particular array of genotype frequencies, one can ask what sets
of selection coefficients (or other parameters) could possibly account for the data.
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In the case of selection hypotheses, we study the minimum intensity of selection
needed to generate the data, and how long it would have to act. Such analyses will
not produce ‘yes-or-no’ answers to selection hypotheses. By placing bounds on the
possible role of selection, however, this kind of analysis allows one to consider the
plausibility of the selection hypothesis, as well as to place bounds on the necessary
intensity of selection for the hypothesis to be true.

1.1. Theoretical background. In previous work (Fox and Hastings, 1992; Hast-
ings and Fox, 1995) we have developed the mathematical framework for asking
this kind of question [also seeHastings(1981) andHastings(1990)]. Our approach
begins by recognizing that asking ‘what is the minimum amount of selection’ nec-
essary to generate a data set leads naturally to an optimality problem. Since selec-
tion must act over some time period, one can gain identical information by solving
either of two families of problems: either solve for the maximum intensity of selec-
tion smax for a number of fixed timesT , or solve for the minimum timeTmin for a
number ofsmax values. It turns out to be far easier technically to do the latter.

One other assumption—which can also be varied—must be made to use this
method: the initial state of the population must be assumed, unless some informa-
tion on the initial state is available. Some assumption of this sort is, of course,
necessary for any method that attempts to relate (without direct observation) the
current state of a population to the underlying evolutionary process. However, by
varying initial conditions, one can get a preliminary understanding of the role of
the evolutionary process independent of the role of initial conditions.

One important concept that emerges naturally from this work is that ofreacha-
bility: given a recombination rater and a maximum intensity of selectionsmax, if
some history of selection can cause a population to evolve from a specified initial to
a specified terminal state, then the terminal state is reachable for those parameters
and initial condition. There is a one-to-one relationship between the existence of
time-minimum solutions and reachability: for reachable points, the time-minimum
solutions exist, but this is not true for unreachable points. Thus, one use of this
method is to ask questions about the values ofsmax, r , and initial conditions that
can possibly cause a population to evolve to the observed state.Bonneuil(1998)
(Bonneuil and Saint-Pierre, 2000) has used this general approach to identify the
possible histories that a population may have experienced.

We have implemented this approach using optimal control methods for the
minimization step (Bryson and Ho, 1975; Fox and Hastings, 1992). These are
the best mathematical tools for this kind of problem, but their dependence on
time derivatives require the use of continuous-time population genetic models.
Consequently our results are strictly valid only for weak selection. In practice
our results appear to be robust, inasmuch as they parallel results achieved with less
stringent assumptions (Hastings, 1981).

Here we draw general conclusions about the limiting relationship between
selection and recombination for two-locus, two-allele problems. These conclusions
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flow from our having found numerical solutions for more than 30 000 time-
minimum problems, spanning nearly the entire space of two-locus, two-allele
models.

2. METHODS

We studied the standard continuous-time two-locus, two-allele model. This
model can be studied in either the state space of genotype frequencies[PAB(t),
PAb(t), PaB(t)] or in the equivalent state space[PA(t), PB(t), P(t)], where the
P’s are genotype or allele frequency andD is linkage disequilibrium. For
computational reasons we chose to work in the latter state space.

The methods used for finding minimum amounts of selection to move a popula-
tion from genotype frequencyEX at initial time t = 0 to frequencyEX′ at terminal
time t = T were described inFox and Hastings(1992) and Hastings and Fox
(1995).

We restricted our study to cases for which deterministic methods are appropriate.
Specifically, we took initial conditions to correspond to the case where a new allele
A has spread sufficiently in a population that deterministic methods make sense:
PA(0) = 0.05, PB(0) = 0.95, D(0) = 0. We likewise restricted the terminal
marginal allele frequencies∈ [0.05, 0.95]. Using increments of 0.05, studying
this entire set of allele frequencies would mean considering 192

= 361 cases,
each for a number of parameter combinations. Since we assumed the loci to be
equivalent, the problem is symmetrical: there is no reason to solve for the cases
of both PB(T) > 0.5 andPA(T) > 0.5. We therefore considered onlyPA(T) ∈

[0.05, 0.95], PB(T) ∈ [0.5, 0.95]; by studying these in increments of 0.05, we used
a set of 190 terminal allele frequencies. For each combination of terminal allele
frequencies, we studied nine terminal values of linkage disequilibrium, divided
evenly from the minimum to the maximum possible values. Thus we studied a
total of 9× 190 = 1710 terminal points. These choices were made to allow us to
cover the entire range of terminal points evenly.

For each of these terminal points, we selected parameters by beginning with
selection much stronger than recombination, and then successively reducing the
strength of selection. Specifically, our program began atsmax = 0.01, r = 0.0001.
smax was halved six times (until it reached a minimum of 2−6

×0.01 = 0.00015625)
and then a new value ofr was tried that was twice the old value; the procedure
repeated to a maximum value ofr = 29

× 0.0001 = 0.0512. Thus, up to 70
parameter combinations were studied for each terminal point.

Two factors meant that we considered fewer than the full 1710× 70 = 119 700
problems this procedure implies. First, because a problem with such fixed
parameters is meaningful mainly on a microevolutionary timescale (which we
defined as≤ 5000 generations), we terminated program loops if the next step
would guaranteeTmin > 5000.
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Second, some terminal points may not be reachable for particular parameter sets.
Consequently, if the program failed to find a solution after changing a parameter, it
attempted to find solutions for smaller steps in the parameter. Specifically, instead
of dividing smax by 2 (or doublingr ), it tried to find a solution with a parameter
increment half as large. Up to three such steps were used to try to find solutions. If
any of these three steps resulted in a solution to the problem, the program continued
to increment the parameter by that factor; otherwise, it exited the loop. Using this
approach, the program solved 30 158 of the possible time-minimum problems. The
remainder are either unreachable (or very close to the boundary of the reachable
set), or are not reachable within the 5000-generation time limit we used.

In summary, we found limiting solutions of the continuous time two-locus, two-
allele model for a grid of parameter values determined geometrically (by halving
smax and doublingr ). By doing so we were able to efficiently examine these
limiting solutions and examine the qualitative relationship betweensmax, r , and
Tmin. Had we chosen to increment the parameters by a small constant, the number
of problems for our code to solve would have grown enormously.

2.1. Summarizing the results.Since our numerical studies yielded over 30 000
‘data’ points, we summarized the results with a descriptive model. There are five
independent variables: the marginal allele frequencies at each locus at the terminal
point, the linkage disequilibrium at the terminal point,r , andsmax. For generality,
we reduced the two marginal allele frequencies to Nei’s minimum genetic distance
Dm (Nei, 1987) between the terminal and initial points, and used Lewontin’s
normalized linkage disequilibriumD′, yielding four independent variables. Since
we were studying the case in which selection on the two loci is equal, there
is no meaningful loss of information in studying the Nei distance rather than
the marginal allele frequencies. An important sense in which this allows us to
generalize is that by using the Nei distance we are able to make inferences about
all problems separated by the same distance. The actual limiting solution depends
on theP’s at all times, but since interest here is in howTmin and reachability are
related to the parameters, we believe that using the Nei distance is more useful.

To describe the results we chose the polynomial model

ln(Tmin) = β0 + β1Dm + β2D′

abs + β3D2
m + β4(D′

abs)
2
+ β5DmD′

abs

+ β6Dm ln(r ) + β7D′

abs ln(r ) + β8Dm ln(smax)

+ β9D′

abs ln(smax) + β10D2
m ln(r )

+ β11(D′

abs)
2 ln(r ) + β12DmD′

abs ln(r )

+ β13D2
m ln(smax) + β14(D′

abs)
2 ln(smax)

+ β15DmD′

abs ln(smax) + β16Dm ln(r ) ln(smax)

+ β17D′

abs ln(r ) ln(smax), (1)
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whereDm is the Nei distance andD′

abs = abs(D′). This model was chosen rather
than a model involving all possible quadratic terms, because our previous work
showed thatTmin is generally linear in ln

(
r
s

)
(Fox and Hastings, 1992). We fit the

model using ordinary least squares [specifically, SAS Proc GLM, using Type III
sums of squares—seeFreundet al. (1986)].

2.2. Limits to the reachable set.To find cases near the limit
(

r
smax

)
max, we

excluded all cases where the maximum value ofr
smax

was at the end of a loop in
the program, or where it was associated with a value ofTmin > 5000. While some
of these may have been limiting values ofr

smax
there is no way to be certain that this

is the case. Because they are (by definition) all reachable, we excluded all terminal
points for whichD′

= 0. Thus, for each terminal point and each value ofr , we
considered only those values ofsmax to be limiting for which the program tried but
failed to find solutions for smallersmax. This left 213 solutions that are close to
the limiting values. We used cubic splines to estimate the shape of the relationship
between

(
r

smax

)
max, Dm, andD′.

3. RESULTS

The numerical results do in fact fit the simple polynomial model [equation (1)],
which allows us to make more general conclusions than would be possible from
the data directly. The value ofr 2 was 0.98, and the estimated coefficients and their
standard errors are provided in Table1. It is most informative to view a series of
graphs ofTmin as a function of Nei distance andD′, for different fixed values ofr
andsmax. These are shown in Fig.1.

The estimated limits to r
smax

are shown in log scale in Fig.2. One aspect of this
surface is artifactual: the peak aroundD′

= 0 is actually of infinite height, since
the entireD = 0 surface is always reachable, regardless of the value ofr . Our
use of cubic splines to draw this figure—which involves fewer assumptions than
other methods—causes the slope near the peak to appear somewhat less steep than
it actually is, as well as to appear to be of finite height.

4. DISCUSSION

Empirical studies in population genetics frequently attempt to infer the role of
selection from static frequency data. Doing so has generally required many assum-
ptions at best, and much guesswork, at worst. As noted above, this is an unavoid-
able consequence of the fact that it is relatively easy to estimate allele or genotype
frequencies, but difficult to say much about the underlying evolutionary process.

Several years ago, we showed (Fox and Hastings, 1992; Hastings and Fox, 1995)
that the limits to the role of selection can be calculated precisely. It is not obvious
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ln(r) = – 5, ln(smax) = – 4 ln(r) = – 7, ln(smax) = – 7

ln(r) = – 9, ln(smax) = – 8 ln(r) = – 9, ln(smax) = – 9

Figure 1. Tmin, the minimum time (z-axis) necessary for selection to account for the
observed data, as a function of the Nei distance (x-axis) between the initial and final
states and the magnitude of the final normalized linkage disequilibriumD′

abs (y-axis),
for a number of values of the maximum selection intensitysmax and recombination rater .
Dark shading indicates regions whereTmin > 5000 time steps.

Table 1. Coefficients for the regression model for ln(Tmin). As indicated by the standard
errors, all terms are estimated as being different from zero except the intercept,Dm ln(s)
and(D′

abs)
2.

Term Coefficient Standard error

Intercept 0.035 0.043
Dm 4.917 0.089
D′

abs 3.392 0.082
ln(r ) −0.123 0.006
ln(s) −1.034 0.013
D2

m −3.641 0.070
DmD′

abs −10.587 0.181
Dm ln(r ) 0.090 0.009
Dm ln(s) −0.007 0.015
(D′

abs)
2

−0.059 0.071
D′

abs ln(r ) 0.392 0.011
D′

abs ln(s) −0.392 0.014
[ln(r )]2 −0.011 0.0004
ln(r ) ln(s) 0.010 0.001
[ln(s)]2 −0.011 0.001
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Figure 2. Estimated limiting values of ln
(

r
smax

)
max

(z-axis), for given values ofD′
abs

(x-axis) and the Nei distance (y-axis). For larger values of this ratio, it is not possible for
the population to evolve from the initial to the final point. See Section 2.

from the mathematics used to find the selection limits that the latter should be so
well-behaved; this result required a large-scale numerical study. The results of our
study of over 30 000 problems show that the selection limits can be approximated
very well by anyone with a hand calculator. Rather than being a technically
challenging problem in numerical integration, these selection limits can easily be
applied in empirical studies.

We contend that, in the absence of other sources of information, this approach
leads to the strongest possible inferences on the role of selection in shaping
observed allele or genotype frequencies.

4.1. Shapes of the selection-recombination limits.The calculated surfaces
(Fig. 1) are all saddles, with the highest point corresponding to strong linkage
disequilibrium but little change in allele frequency change. The other maximum
corresponds to moderate change in allele frequency but little linkage disequilib-
rium. This is consistent with our earlier inference (Fox and Hastings, 1992) that
recombination can act as both a constraint on and an accelerator for evolution.Tmin

is thus large for the strong disequilibrium/small Nei distance case, because here
selection must act directly against the force of recombination. The maximum for
small linkage disequilibrium and moderate Nei distance occurs because for these
parameters, time-minimum solutions cannot effectively build up linkage disequi-
librium to accelerate evolution.
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Note the differences in scale among the surfaces in Fig.1; while the surfaces
have the same qualitative shapes, they differ by orders of magnitude in the values
of Tmin. Thus, for the case where ln(r ) = −5 and ln(s) = −4, selection requires
only a minimum of 600 time steps to generateD′

abs = 1 with no change in Nei
distance, while for the other parameter combinations shown the minimum time
needed greatly exceeds our time frame of 5000 steps. While these are fitted
surfaces, they do not involve much extrapolation; because our program went on to
the next problem only after finding aTmin > 5000 (or failing to find any solution),
our data include numerous solutions requiring>5000 time steps. The largestTmin

actually found was 27 866.
It seems clear that Nei’s minimum genetic distance does not describe the possible

role of selection very well. The ‘distance’ described byDm refers to the total
change in allele frequencies; large ‘distances’ in this sense are not necessarily
harder to reach by selection than small ‘distances’.

This limitation of Dm is probably not a simple consequence of its relationship
with neutral theory. Indeed, we speculate that the conclusion generalizes to
all other metrics of genetic distance that have been proposed; none incorporate
information on deterministic forces like selection and recombination. This does
not render these metrics meaningless. Clearly they are useful in the context of
genetic drift. Our present results also show that they are useful when other variables
are also considered. They are not, however, sufficient for considering the role of
selection.

The shapes of these saddles, and the time scales they imply, depend strongly
on the strengths of selection and recombination. These are discussed in the next
subsection.

4.2. Consequences of the strengths of selection and recombination.The
‘northwest’ peak on the limiting surface—which corresponds to strong linkage
disequilibrium and little allele frequency change—is strongly affected by the
relative strengths of selection and recombination. Indeed, this peak virtually
disappears when selection is very strong and recombination very weak. Asr

smax

becomes larger, this peak becomes the dominant feature on the surface.
In empirical studies of a single population, evidence of substantial linkage

disequilibrium may tempt researchers to compare the population with an ancestral
state with the same allele frequencies but no disequilibrium. Our results show that,
in some cases, evolution from such an initial state would have required far more
selection than changing allele frequencies as well (i.e.,Dm > 0).

To see why this should be so, recall that the force of recombination points directly
towards theD = 0 surface with the same allele frequencies. Unless selection is
strong and recombination weak, it will often require much more selection to evolve
directly against the force of recombination, than to change a population’s allele
frequencies as well.
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Results presented here are consistent with earlier work on limits to the relation-
ship between selection and recombination. Asr grows large relative tosmax, fewer
and fewer points are reachable. Figure2 suggests that, whenD′

abs 6= 0, points
become entirely unreachable whenr � smax. The issue of reachability provides
some useful tools for interpreting data. In the simplest setting, at least in a concep-
tual sense, the reachable set provides a way to make inferences about quantities like
time, selection and recombination. If a population is found outside the reachable
set, then the parameters are not compatible with the observation.

4.3. Applications of the limiting surfaces.Useful as these kinds of conclusions
are, they can be extended. If one knows (or wishes to assume) an upper bound
to the age of a population, one can use these methods to ask what sort of initial
populationsmighthave evolved into the observed states. For example, given that a
population is in an area known to be glaciated untilT years ago, and given an esti-
mate ofr , one can use this optimality approach to find the set of initial conditions
from which the observed final data could have been reached withinT years.

These results are also relevant to the comparison of populations. For example,
consider that populationsB andC diverged from one another or from a common
ancestorA at some time in the past, and selection may have played a role in the
process. The minimum amount of selection required to account for the difference
between the two populations is the same as if we treat one population as the
initial state and the other population as the final state. In some ways the concept
behind our method is similar to the reasoning underlying the use of coalescent
theory in population genetics [reviewed inFu and Li (1999)], but in other ways
the approaches are different. We are using a deterministic approach to look at
the effects of selection in large populations. Coalescent theory takes a probabilistic
approach and determines estimated times typically under assumptions of neutrality.
Thus, although both approaches make inferences from data, the assumptions are
very different, and appropriate for very different questions.

Selection limits can also be used to examine the potential importance of genetic
drift. For example, if the present state of populationsB andC can only be explained
with selection of at least intensitysmax for at leastTmin, and we know (for example,
because of a history of glaciation) that the populations are far younger, forces other
than selection must have played an important evolutionary role. Indeed, knowledge
that populationB’s state is reachable but only with vast amounts of selection may
be important in considering the roles of mass selection and drift.

The limits to selection discussed here always involve both a selection intensity
and a length of time over which selection acts. To our knowledge there is no way
that these can be integrated into a single scalar ‘selective distance’. To put this
differently, time and selection intensity are not strictly interchangeable, because
recombination is also acting.

The notion of a ‘selective distance’, which we just used casually, also requires
some comment. A distance between two points is the same in both directions.
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Figure 3. Time-minimum solutions for selection forward from an initial condition with
D = 0 to a terminal condition with linkage disequilibrium, and the solutions for the reverse
problem. The lines connect solutions for the forward and reverse problems, respectively;
the curvature in the lines for forward problems whenr � smax occurs because these
problems are near the boundary of the reachable set, while all reverse problems are always
reachable. There are several neighboring lines for forward solutions whenr � smax
because when our code failed to find a limiting solution, it searched for solutions near
previously solved problems.

For given parameters, canTmin be regarded as a distance? Our results suggest that
this is not the case in the rigorous sense, but it is a good approximation when
r � s. We examined this question by comparing the values ofTmin obtained when
selecting from our initial point to a final point, and then by solving the reverse
problem (Fig.3). When r

smax
< about 0.2, the solutions are indistinguishable from

one another. As the relative strength of recombination was increased, however,
Tmin increased for forward selection. As recombination became much stronger
relative to selection, some problems had no time-minimum solutions in the forward
direction, but did have solutions in the backward direction. This is because any
point on theD = 0 surface is always reachable from points off it, but the reverse
is not necessarily true.

Thus minimum times—for givenr ands—are not distances in the mathematical
sense. However, they do act like distances when recombination is not too strong
relative to selection. And though these quantities are not distances, they do provide
essential information about how selection and recombination limit evolution of
haplotype frequencies in populations.

Our studies apply strictly only to the deterministic relationship between selection
and recombination. We argue, however, that the general approach we have
employed—finding limiting relationships between parameters—can be employed
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with any deterministic model in population biology; indeed,Bonneuil(1998) has
used related approaches to make inferences about the set of possible demographic
histories for a population.
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